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I. Introduction 
A. Need F or S tudy Of Office Methods 
1. Non-standard Industries 
------~---- . 
The Boston Division of the H & H Manufacturin g 
Company manufactures high voltag e fuses required by the e-
lectr ical industry for the protection of its generating and 
transmission systems. The Company as a whole desi gns and 
manufactures over 1000 other capital items required by every 
industry so that little standardization is possible. 
Fuse s are built in thirty~four different rating s 
from 2000 to 200,000 volts and can be furnished in a vast 
variety of combination s and interlocking equipment with sel-
ling prices rang ing from $ 140 to $75,000 each. 
In a highly competitive market every p ossible de-
lay in making del_iveries must be curtailed and coordination 
of all depart ments is vital. Similarly cos ts must be kept as 
low as possible because of close mar g ins. 
It is i mpossible to stock complete fuses although 
some parts can be stocked satisfactorily and p roduction con-
trol and manufacturing techn i ques have been the subject of 
many previous discussions . This problem of control, however, 
also exists in other departments and it is the purpose here 
to analyze and establish economies in the handl ing of paper 
work and allied operations between the receipt of an inquiry 
and the comrr.encement of manufacturing . 
Economies in office methods and management , in a 
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non-standard industry in par ticular, are actual profits 
which can be realized. The office man can always remember 
that while extra sales mean some increase in profits,de-
pending upon marg in, on the other hand, economies in opera-
tion normally yield a dollar of extra profit for each dollar 
of expense saved. 
Although sales haye been increa sing since 1936, as 
can be seen in Exhibit I, management of the H & H Manufacturing 
Company can not be content to allow sales to moderate but 
must plan for increased sales each year. The potential users 
of hi gh voltage fuses are not declining as there are g reat 
deman d s for electrical power each year whic'h must be sup-
plied. Of course, competitive companies are intent upon in-
creasing their business as is the H & H Manufacturing Com-
pany. 
With each new design, costs, . particularly for manu-
facturing and testing , rise s ha rply and can not be amortized 
iw~ediately. Such costs are anticipated and provided for 
but there is no reason for office costs to climb. It · is the 
premise of this discussion that the output of the sales de-
partment can be increased at l e ast fifty percent with the 
same personnel and with a substantial reduction in overall 
costs. An increase in output alone will reduce nper order 11 
costs and sales overhead expense. 
Cost reduction can accomplish as much if not more 
than increased sales as alr ea dy mentioned. As an illustra-
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Sales In Thousands · O.t Dollar•· 
houses where paper work is the entire operation and eas i ly 
studied, and standardized , the H & H Manufacturin g Compan y 
is faced with problems which call for scientific investiga-
tion. 
It is the purpose, therefore, to discuss the pro-
blems, and to establish corresponding economies, in a sing le 
department of this nationally k nown organization on a special 
job shop p roduction basis. 
B. The H & H Manufacturing Company 
1. National Org anization 
Before any analysis of any operations can proceed 
the H & H Manufacturing Company itse lf must be understood for 
b ecause of its n a tional scope many problems are involved 
which woul d not be encountered by many smaller org anizations. 
The Boston Division is but one of the Company's ten plants 
located throughout the country, and is .the only one manufa c-
turjne high .voltag e fuses so that there is no conflict as to 
rna ter ia ls and orders. With he ~dquarters in Chicag o, Illinois 
each plant is responsible for classes of equipment which total 
over 1000 includjne various ap p lications of such equipment . 
Sales orig inate with t he seventy-five district of-
fices which are the actua l contact with the customers but 
each factory has a sales and ap p lication section to handle 
sales and to prepare proposals and speci fications for the 
district office salesmen. At the same time there are sec-
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tions at the headquarters to hand le negotiations involving 
more than one plant. These are the Apparatus and Ex port De-
partments which act merely as clearing houses an d pe rform no 
actual manufacturing functions. They plac e orders wit h the 
pr oper divisions and coordinate deli veri.es. 
2. Boston Division 
The Boston Division is faced with numerous eng i-
neering p ossibilities in its products which occur due to con-
trol requirements involving relays and accessories. Some 
customers prefer particular constructions for installations 
-i.e., maximum overall dimensions, location of controls as 
well as equipment to match others already in service. 
The Boston Division operates as an independent 
part of the entire or ganization with its sales and applica-
tion section to assist the district office salesmen, as men-
tioned, as well as complete engineering and manufacturing 
personnel all under the direction of a general manager re-
porting directly to Chicag o headquarters. The total payroll 
avera ges over $3,000,000 annually for over eight humr e d em-
ployees of which about one hundred and fifty are office or 
clerical. Of this g roup it is the twenty-nine in the sales 
department which are of concern at this point. 
~Or~nization Of Sales Department 
1. Present Organization 
The opera tions of the sales department as they 
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exist at present can best be seen in the lines of auth ority 
shown in the Chart of Organization (Exhibit III). The Sales 
Manag er has three sections reporting directly to him. The 
S tenographic Section is a c entralized section of which about 
seventy-five percent of its time is utilized by the Sales De-
partment. It can be noted from the chart that some r e s p on -
sibilities f a ll upon wrong shoulders and lines of authority 
may be conflicting . As office methods economies are the pur-
pose of this study the organization will not be discussed as 
such. Only in cases where personnel are directly involved 
will this situation be considered. In such a manner org ani-
zational peculiarities will be uncovered to stimulate fur-
ther thinking . 
D. Methods To Be Analyz~~ 
1. F ive Sales Depart~ent Procedures 
It is impossible at this time to analyze the entire 
operation of the sales department but there are a few vital 
related systems and methods, however, which are worthy of 
study without interfering with other procedures. These have 
been selected as they are the nucleus of the sales department 
and upon many occasions cause bottlenecks. Simplification, 
as well as revision, of these systems will lead to improve-
ments or suggested improvements for the remaining procedures. 
The sales d epartment office systems to be analyzed 
are classified as follows: 
-1 
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EXHIBIT III 
CHART OF ORGANIZATION 
ON 
I 
As sis tan t C 
Application 'E 
L_ 
a. Inquiries received from district offices. 
b. Orders received from district offices. 
c. Order control and deli very schedule lnforma-
tion. 
d. Statistical records and reports. 
e. Invoicing. 
Of the total high voltage fuse business available 
the Company secures approximately twenty p e rcent with present 
sales close to $ 5,000,000 and, of course, all plans are to 
increase this percentage. Met hods, therefore, may become 
more complex and should be revised immediately. 
2. Inquiries Received 
Each week thirty to thirty-five inquiries are re-
ceived from all offices and must be processed with equal ef-
fort in the expectation of increasing the twenty percent 
ac c eptance rate. These inquiries vary in type of equipment 
involved and necessarily must be processed individually. 
Each has different sp3 cificat ions and may rang e up to ten 
pages in length. 
·3. Orders Received 
Of the orders received each year from district 
offices about eighty percent are in accordance with propo-
sals or specifications already submitted by th~ application 
eng ineers. 'rhe balance of the orders are written directly 
by district offi ce salesmen including general specifications 
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made or the records kept and reports issued. All of these 
serve as guides to management in determining trends as in-
terpreted from past experienc e so that complete record s are 
required. 
Dis cussing the records as they are naturally created 
a record of inquiries received daily and their disposition is 
found. Secondly , there are records of orders received daily 
as well as daily shipments. Accumulative records are also 
kept. In a dd ition, records are maintained of the existing 
backlog g iving in detail shipments scheduled by months. 
From the Sales Manager's viewpoint the most con-
sideration should be g iven to the recor d s of lost business 
both in volume and the causes for loss. From such a report 
future ne g otiations c a n be guided to avoid previous pitfa lls. 
Su ch reports do not exist at present . 
6. Invoicing 
Invoicing is usually a function of the Accounting 
Department but in the case of the H & H Manufa cturing Com-
pany as well as others in the field this mi ght be considered 
a sales department responsibility. All apparatus which is 
sold on a delivery pr omise of over six months is covered by 
p rice adjustment of some description and for the most part 
t his type of a d justment is altered to meet g eneral business 
conditions. An ace ounting cle r k , therefore, is not suff i-
ciently experienced to handle contracts of $ 100,000 or over 
20 
where thousands of dollars of adjustrrent either upward or 
dcwnward may be involved. 
Similarly in a highly competitive market prices 
are revised constantly and members of the sales department 
are the only persons capable of keeping abreast with current 
prices and adjustment policies so that contracts can be pro-
perly terminated. 
21 
II. Handling Of Inquiries Received 
A. Present Method 
1. Routi n~ of Work 
The process chart for handlin g of inquiries re-
ceived from district offices (Exhibit IV) shows the f unda-
mental details of the present method of process i n g inqu i-
ries. A majority of the orders received are as a result of 
inquiries submitted. Being a specia lized product e a ch ap-
plication must be studied and the proper equipment quoted. 
This is t h e respons i bility of the application eng ine e rs and 
of necessity t hese men are hig hly trained and of great 
value to the Compan y . 
The d istrict office salesman discusses the gene ral 
problem with the customer and accumulates certain vital engi-
neering informa tion which he in turn forwards to the Product 
Dep a rtment ( Boston Div i sion) for further app lication. I t 
must be realized that each salesman handles as many as fifty 
d iff erent types of equipment so t h at it is i mpossible for 
him to know all the rami f ications of this one particular 
product. Customers reali ze t h is and also rely upon the eng i-
neering s k ills of t he Product Departments for years of ex-
perience have shown that t h is is the best met h od for all 
parties concerned. 
Each inqui ry requires special and individua l atten-
tion so t ha t a sing le system can not be effe ctive. There 
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are points, however, which are common for all inquiries and 
it is these that will be discussed. 
2. Forms 
At present there are several forms employ ed by 
various personnel involved in the handling of inquiries, 
each performing a specific f~nction. 
a. The Inquiry Slip (Form SD-2'W6) is a gen e ral 
work sheet giving pertinent information particularly for use 
by the statistical section. It is orig inated by the Statis-
tician when the inquiry is received and recorded, and infor-
mation is completed when the quotation is completed. 
The Inquiry Slip is used in the preparation of the 
Daily Report for inquiries received and is later used to re-
cord quotations made on the same report. Thirdly, the slip 
serves as a record of follow-up letters sent. From this 
slip the Proposal Record Card ( Form 3369) is prepared for 
permanent filing by customer. 
b. Specification Make-up Requisition is prepared 
by the application en~ineers listing techniQal and p~omotional 
data, drawing s, photographs, and the lik e, which he wishes 
included in the quotation. This form is releas ed to the ad-
vertising department and executed by the advert ising clerk. 
c. Proposal Record Card (Form 3369) is typed by 
the stenographic section from the Inquiry Slip after the 
quotation has been made. This card serves as a permanent 
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PROPOSAL RE CORD CARD 
P'ORN ·- D. 0. Inquiry No. 
.j 
Customer ________________________________________________________ 
1 Prod. Dept. Inq. No. 
Ad~es~~-------------------------------------------------------1-~--~--~~~--Comm. Research Jnq. Ro. 
Proje...t 
D1at. Office I D. 0. Salesman I Inquiry Date I Rec'dDate ·Ans'dDate I Closing Date 
Leading Dept ____________________________ Other Depts·----------------------------
Remarks,~·------------------------------------------------------------------------
Description of Equipment 
Product Code Proposal Date Amount 
Cost. C. C. -----------------------------.xollow up Date·---------------------------
Prtce ____________________________________ Shlpmen~-------------------------------
record of quotations made. 
d. Follow-up Form Letters are submitted every 
two weeks after a quotation has been made to determine its 
status. The letters are initiated by the f i le clerk who each 
day removes the Inquiry Slips due from the follow-up file. 
The slip s g o to the application engineers for approval or 
co~ments and are then sent to the stenographic section where 
the form letters are prepared in triplicate and delivered to 
the application engineers for signature. The orig inal and 
one copy are mailed to the district office involved .and the 
third is filed in the ne g otiation folder. It is the intent 
of this procedure to have the district office salesman note 
the status on the copy of the l e tter and return it to Boston 
thus eliminating extra dictation and correspondence. The 
Inquiry Slip is then noted with the mailing date and returned 
to the file. 
B. Faults In The Present Methods 
1. Routing of Work 
It has been pointed out that inquiries require 
specialized attention and, therefore, the ap p lication engi-
neers should concentrate their efforts upon this phase of 
the sales department's work. Inquiries should be handled 
accurately, completely, and promptly, so that the salesman in 
the field can secure the order. Quotations must be complete 
and accurate in t he event they should result in an order. 
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FOLLOW-UP FORI\tl LET'rER 
INTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE 
To: From: 
Attention: Date: 
Refer to: 
Subject: 
Cust. P. 0. ~ D. 0. Req. ~ s. 0 . ~ 
Will you kindly report to us the present status of the 
subject negotiation using the attached copy of this letter. 
1. Is this job still ' active? 
2. When do you expect job to clos~? 
3. What further assistance may we give? 
4. If order received, what is your requisition number? 
5. If lost please advise 
A. Reason for losing business (state values if known) 
{1) Price $ 
(2) Delivery 
(3) Preference 
(4) Other 
B. Name of suc0essful bidder 
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If so, all the customer need do is specify that the order be 
in accordance with quotation number BD-03-5-MS. Under such 
conditions the application engineer can check the price, see 
that the quotation is complete and im..rnedia te ly transfer it 
to the order section. 
Under the present system the inquiry is delay ed in 
reaching the application eng ineer by being handled by too 
many people, some entirely uninterested. There is no neces-
sity for the inquiry itself being transmitted through such 
a routine as shown in Exhibit IV. This is deP.riving the ap-
plication engineer of valuable time during which to do his 
work. Such delays accumulate and many times result in tele-
graphic quotations. Otre rs ' must be sent incomplete of tech-
nical data because closing dates which will not permit the 
accumulation of such information. All such delays are de-
feati ng the purpose and the function of the inquiry syste~. 
2. F orms 
An analysis of the f orms shows that some are ab-
solutely unnecessary and, in fact, duplicate work and infor-
mation. For example, the same information is g iven on the 
Inquiry Slip and the Proposal Record Card. The only dif-
ference being that the slip give s follow-up information. 
Two separate files are required so that there is du p lication 
of work fo r the file clerk . 
The Specification Make-up Requisition leaves too 
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much to the ima g ination of each application engineer and 
the result is that each quotation or g roup of q10tations for 
each app lication engineer is different. There is little 
unif ormity in the selection of g eneral promotional material. 
Of course, there are portions of the quotations which must be 
subject to the a pplica tion engineers' discretion. 
A revision of forms will automatically bring about 
simp lification of me thods, speeding up the entire process. 
0. Proposed Method Of Handling Inquii•ies 
1. Routing of Work 
To simplify handling of inquiries the process 
chart sho~~ in Exhibit V has been prepared. It is predicted 
that the processing of inquiries could be hastened by over 
fifty percent by the ap p lication of the proposed system. 
The first step is to have all mail and inqu iries 
delivered directly to the Chief App lication Engineer. In 
this way he will continue to review all inquiries and note 
type of equipment to be quoted. He will know what inquiries 
in general are received daily and can take personal interest 
or not as he may see fit. 
The inquiries, havin g been sorted from the remain-
ing correspondence, are delivered to the Statistician who 
records the inquiry in the log bo ok. In this way a code 
number is determined for the inquiry for future reference. 
At this point an Inquiry Card (new form # 1) is 
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0 
\7 
II 
9 
0 
0 
\7 
@ 
\1 
0 
l~ 
0 
\1 
PROCESS CPART - PRCP CSED P. ANDLI Nl"t CF' J N~UIRIES 
Sorted into Sales Departme nt pile i n mail room 
Delivered to Chief Apr.li c ~ t i on Fn ~1 n e e r 
Waits turn 
Reviewed, type of e(lu1 nme nt r ec;u1rAd noted , and initialed 
Sorted fron other c o rr e snonri en~A An rl nr~PrR 
Inquiry papers to file 
Inquiry Card information completed 
Inquiry Card to stenographic section 
Waits turn 
Proposal data entered on daily report 
Waits turn 
Delivered to statistic ian 
Inquiry cheeked off in record book 
(Sealed Bid entries made, if any} 
Information punched for needle sorting 
Inquiry Card filed alphabetically 
Legend 
Q Operation 
0 Transportation 
\1 Storage 
I j Record 
l_j Ins pee t ion 
'1:1 
!:Jj 
0 
0 
t:rj 
((.l 
((.l 
0 
::r:: 
:t> 
!:Jj 
1-3 
'1:1 
!:Jj 
~ 
0 ((.l 
t:rj 
t:j 
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:t> 
~ 
t:1 
t-i 
H 
z 
Q 
0 
1-]:j 
H 
z 
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H 
!:Jj 
H 
l::tj 
((.l 
t:rj 
~ 
H 
tJj 
H 
8 
<: 
(N 
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prepared in long hand. The .information section only is com-
pleted and the punching will be done later. The Inquiry Card 
is sent to the stenographic section to be used in the prepara-
tion of the inquiries received section of the daily re port. 
Through this system the inquiry g oes directly to 
the application eng ineer for processing. 
When the Inquiry Card has been used by the steno-
graphic section it is returned to the app lication engin~er 
and is clipped to the inquiry papers until the quotation has 
been made. At this point the card information is completed 
by the application engineer or his assistant and sent to the 
stenographic section while the other papers g o to the .file 
clerk to have a negotiation folder prepared. From the card 
the quotations made section of the dally report is prepared 
and the card is then .forwarded to the Statistician to com-
plete the records. The card is then punched and filed alpha-
betically in the quctations pending file. 
2. Forms . 
Inquiry Card (new form #1) is coded for punching 
similar to the McBee Keysort system. The perimeter contains 
in code the same information as given in the cent.er sec-
tion. This form can be either filled in by typewriter, or 
longhand, which is satisfactory for this application. The 
back of the card has space sui table for notation of follow-
up dates. 
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INQUIRY CARD - NIDV FORM # 1 
• . . . ·-···· 
fo • l• • •• 
···· l···· •• • • • • J.oe/~l)eii<>7•..,11'U1.1'7 I'& 7+~1 I74Z.I '41.1l74LI • 6 + , 1. I 
K~i>t.l. Kv Code. 'J;>;.t.:;~~ 'Z:III~ .... _!_!l_· ... 
C u s\o,..f.r 
~lt"Ca~ 
! f,.o\trl 
1> .3-\r:,+ o-ft;, .. ""1) ,0. -.~~a-~ .. 
.. "'. e:"f·.;..r ~> .... , .... 1 f'lo • I C~c. 
i l"''l»~ry "-t> lte.. ~,'J""":.Il~~(. C\e.s;"( ~~c. -'n s'cl -,..\c. ~ .... """' 
""buc..,.;,-\,·.n lhu\yt.~ ( I) 
t LD.s~- flr,C.e (~I 
•• ~c\:ve..ry {3) 
-.: 
·; Prdere \1\t.e (4) 
Cl- ~baW\.6-eJ(rl -~ o-t~a- (') f' 
Front 
Back 
Specification Make-up Requisition (new form #2) 
has been redesigned to establish standard groups of · infor-
mation so that the application engineers need only cbeck the 
class of equipment and add the special information which he 
may wish. 
3. Methods 
Methods have already been discussed for the In-
quiry Card and the Specification Make-up Requisition which 
leaves the follow-up letters. To initiate a follow-up let-
ter the file clerk removes the 11 due 11 Inquiry Cards from the 
file and delivers them to the respective assistant or appli-
cation engineer who cbecks them and if decided to follow-up, 
they are sent to the stenographic section as processed as 
before. The follow-up date is noted upon the rear of the 
Inquiry Card. 
D. Proposed System Analyzed 
1. Methods Simplification 
Extra handling of inquiry papers has been elimi-
nated and the inquiries can be delivered to the ap p lication 
eng ineers within an hour after the mail has been received. 
The same records have been maintmned by letting the new In-
qu i ry Card do the work of the inquiry. 
The Sa Je s Mana ger can determine from the daily re-
p ort all the information about inquiries that he would have 
formerly by reviewing the actual inquiry. Even under the old 
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SPECIFICATION MAKE-UP REQUISITION - NEW H'ORM #2 
To: Advertising-D ept From=--------------~--------
Please mB"k"e up copies of specifiC "lt ion for------------------
Required 
t3ound __ Unho1md__ Proposal Number ______________ _ 
Name 
Item No. 
Ou t line 
Pole Unit 
Wiring 
1:3 . c . '1 ' . 
Curve 
S. 0 . 
Osc. 
Osc. 
Number Page No. In Spec • 
Operation __________ _ 
'l'ype : Al:3 
---
AF 
---
AH 
---
Number 
HF __ _ 
F0-50 __ _ F0-60 __ _ 80-60~--
Page No. 
In Spec. Number 
o ___ PO-~·---
Page No. 
In Speo. 
system he received a copy of the daily report late in the 
day but this was of little valu e as he had already reviewed 
all the correspondence and knew Yvh at was in the report. In 
t h is proposed chang e he has been r elieved of reviewing cor-
respondence and the report has g ained in importance. Above 
a ll, the inquiry is not idle whi le thi s is g oing on. 
By delivering inquiries promptly and r e lieving the 
application eng ineers of as much routine work as possible 
they are ab le to hand le more inqu i ries per day. 
There is little retraining of personnel involved 
as the only major change is in the records and the methods 
of keeping records i n the statistical section. 
2. Cost Redu ctions 
It must be realized t h at the actual time . which an 
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inquiry is i dle de pends u p on the amount of other correspondence 
and inquiries. If there are many inquiries each must wait 
at each step until all are completed before reaching the ap-
plic at i on eng ine e rs for individua l attention. 
A breakdown of time would show t yp ic a l cases as 
follows: 
l hour 4 Mall room 
l hour 2 Sales Mana ger 
Chief App lication En~lneer l hour 2 
l hour 4 S tatistical section 
Stenographic section 
To record on daily report i hour 
To be sorted for distribution i hour 
Total 2 hours 
The cost breakdown which follows wi ll show that 
a time reduction of fifty percent can be made in the actual 
time of getting an inquiry to an app licat ion eng ine e r for 
proces sing . 
Mail room l hour 4 
l hour 2 Chief Application Engineer 
l hour 4 Stat istical section 
Total 1 hour 
It would appear that the costs of preparing re-
cords and reports whic h continue regardless of method would 
remain the sa.rne even after the inquiry has reached the appli-
c ation eng ineer. There is a cost reduction, however, althoug h 
it would be indirect and not easily claimed. All Inquiry 
Cards would g o to the stenog raphic section as one time and 
would be entered on the dally report at one t1.me . The sig -
nlficant point is that the stenographic section could pre-
pare the report at some convenient time during the day, where-
as under the pre sent system the stenographic section must 
cease its regular work to process the inquiries. There is 
either a di sruption of the re gular work or the inquiries are 
delayed . The latter being far more costly if sales are jeo -
pardized . 
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III. Method Of Processing Orders 
A. Present Procedures 
1. Flow of Work 
The existing method of handling order papers re-
ceived from district offices is quite involved and is hin-
dered by the same fundamentals as inquiries already dis-
cus sed. . Although the district office requisition is a 
completely different form it follows the usual preliminary 
routine as can be seen in the process chart (Exhibit VI). 
The papers follow a log ical sequence of g oing 
first to the application engineers for approval and then to 
the order section for processing which includes editing, 
numbering , checking of credit and a cknowle dgement. This is 
followed by the typing of internal shipp ing order papers 
for d istribu tion to the de partme nts involved. The district 
office requisitions with the attached customers' orders 
are retained by the order section so that shops receive only 
one form. 
2. F orms 
In the orde r se ction , forms are of vita l concern 
and should be reviewed so that a better understanding c an be 
realized. F orm 1950C is the district office requisition 
which is received in triplicate with the customer's order. 
The factory, however, can not wor k from these f orms and an 
internal order form 5136-4-3 is typed on an electric t ype -
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EXHIBIT VI 
PROCESS CHART - PRESENT PROCESSING OF ORDERS 
PR OCESS CFART - PR~SEN T PRCC~SS I Nrr OF ORDERS 
Q Sorted in t o Sale s Departme nt . p ile in :nail room 
0 Delivered to Sales Yana ~ er 
V 'v"'a 1 ts turn 
0 Reviewed 
\1 Waits tur n 
0 To Chie f Apnli cqUon r;-, rw l nee r 
V hal ts tu r n 
I j Re viewed and sorted fr o!:! corr e s pomen ce ' and inquiries 
'\] 'Na1 t s turn 
0 To statistic i an 
V \';a1 ts turn 
0 Reviewed 
I J Recorded 1n loose-leaf r ecord book 
V Wa1 ts turn 
c=) Sorted by appli ca tion enp,i neers 
0 Cel1vered to application en ~ ineers 
V Waits turn 
Q Inquiry papers rem oved from file 
j I Grder reviewed for accuracy and comp l e teness 
Q Papers correlated 
0 Delivered to or~er clerk 
V Waits turn 
0 Reviewed 
Q Order number stamped 
I -1 Crder number loP,ged 
0 Creait- checked 
0 Delivered to assistant order clerk 
Q Order edited for enp,1neerinr, sp~cifications 
0 To order typist 
V Waits turn 
Grder Re ference Cards four copies) 
0 Order form (5136-4-3) typed on electric typewriter 
V Waits turn 
D ChecR:ed 
0 Order forms distributed 
0 Crd~r Reference Cards d iatributed 
0 Green copy to Sales ~ ana Per 
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/ DISTRICT OFFICE REQUISI TT ON 
---------------------------------~------DISTRICT OFFICE TO 
CHARGE TO: 
NO . AND NAMII 0~ IITitUT 
CITY 
COUNTY AND eTA Til 
SHIP FROM 
TO: 
cc _______ _ 
REQUISITION No. 
DATil 
CUSTOMER'S ORDER 
DATitD 
INDUSTRY CODE No. RESALE CODE No. 
--- - - -- - -- - --- - -------- - . ----- -- ------------ -----
RECEIVED FROM 
DATil 
,. 
D EPT 
ltltTUitNIIDTO 
•TOCK 011 P'ACTOitY 
NOT LATitll THAN • 
ltXI"'tltSS 011 P'ltiiiGHTJ 
VIA 
AcKNOWL&DGII&NT •v DllPAIITMotNT To D111T1t1cT OP'P'ICE · 
•HO"' 01101111 NO . 
NO . OP' 
.. lltCU AltTICLit NO . 
•v 
SltND •/L TO 
SltND S/N TO 
SEND MANIP'UT TO 
SltND tNVOICII TO 
A .... ltOX . .... IC:II-- - - - ------
DATII:· -·-D-.....------·· 
A II TIC LIt 
VIA 
WILL aHIII' 
VI 
•ND UH GOV&.ItNMKNT CONTRACT NO·-- --- ---- - ----- - - - - - - · - ---
---~------------~ANA eaR 
"'IIICII P' . 0 . • . 
P'ACTOitY 
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INTERNAL ORDER - FORM 5136-<1-3 
FORM 513 6· 4·3 
PRINT:::O I N U . S, A. 11 -4~ 
IN VOI C E 
CUST. O RDER INVOICE NO. INV. DATE ORDER NO. 
D . 0 . 8c REQ ' N . NO. DATE SHPT. DATE 
SHIP TO 
r CIST. OFFI C E SHIP P ED FROM 
& SALESMAN STATE I C O UNTY I CI TY 
SOLD 
TO PRODUCT SH I P PED TO 
CODE STATE I COUNT Y I CITY 
TYPE 
L _j TAX CODE AT DESTINATION SALES STATE I COUN T Y I C I T Y VIA PP' D OR COLL. 
TERMS F. 0 . B . PRI C E . ·-
PAYABLE AT PAR IN MILWAUKEE. NEW YORK OR CHICAGO EX CHANGE-INTEREST C HARGED ON OVERDUE ACCOUNTS 
Q UAN . ARTICLES MAT'L PATTERN NO. CAT. OR DWG . No . PRI CE E XTENS I ON TOTA L 
I 
2 
3 
• 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
writer and of which twelve copies are prepared for distri-
bution as follows: 
White Invoice 
White Invoice Duplicate 
Green Copy 
Yellow Ma terial Requisition 
Blue Shipping Order Copy 
White Cost Department Copy 
Blue Commercial Research 
White Order Section Copy 
White Production Control 
White Shipping Copy 
Packing Li s t 
Dis trict Office Copy 
To Accountinc; 
Department 
To Accounting 
Department 
To Accounting 
Department 
To Production 
Department 
To Shipping 
Department 
To Cost Department 
To Commercial Research 
Department, Chicag o 
To Order Section 
To Production 
Department 
To Shipping Department 
To Shipping Department 
To District Office 
When order is shipped 
In con junction with the order form is the order 
r e ference cord (form 3340) whicb is typed in quadruplic at e 
with t he g reen copy to the alphabetical customers' file, the 
blue copy to a numerical file, the salmon copy to the district . 
office fil e and the yellow copy to the en g ineering department 
log book. 
The fourth form which is involved in this portion 
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ORDER REFERENCE CARD 
-=:-.:---------------~-==-~~~1---::N=~--
Customer's Address Customer's Order No. Date Rec'd Schld Shipping Date 
Rating Certificate & Serial Number Prod. Code 
Plant and Location of Equipment Industry No. Gove. Cont. No. 
End Use of Product Requested Shipping Date 
Material and Facilities Required 
Total Contract Value 
Partially Shipped 
Dept. 
Completely Shipped 
Remarks 
FORM 3340 BW 2-150 
of tbe study j_s the acknowledg ement for 4735 which is pre-
pared in duplicate with the ori g inal being sent to the dis-
trict office and the copy filed in the order folder. 
B. Weak Points In The Present Order S~tem 
1. Flow of Work 
The faults in the present order procedures are 
many and are costly because time is wasted g etting the cus-
tomer's order into production. Reviewing the sequence of 
operations it is found that once ag ain too many people han-
dle the order papers before any action is taken. There is 
no necessity for both the Sales Manager and the Chief Appli-
cation Eng ineer to see the order. Many other industries are 
faced with this same problem. One executive upon seeing a 
subs t antial order wants everyone to know about it so it is 
removed f rom. the daily mail, perhaps to write a congratula-
tory note to t9-e salesman. Before action can be tak en, how-
ever, he is called to a conference and the order becomes 
buried on his desk . This is not treating a customer pro-
perly, particularly one who has p laced a larg e order expec-
ting prompt service ;for a customer places an order with on-
ly one purpose - tp obtain a piece of equipment. Any delays 
by any company personnel are received equal disfavor. Every 
effort must be made to process orders promptly. Personal 
desires should rank second. 
Af ter the papers do g et to the application engi-
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM LF.TTER 
INTER-OFFICE CORRESPONDENCE 
TO: From: 
Attention of: Date: 
Refer to: 
Subject: 
Cust. P.O. # D.O. Req. # s.o. # 
The above ref erred t o requisition covering ______________________ __ 
has been assigned shipping order#-~---
A shipping schedule of ________________________________________ _ 
has been established. If any change in this schedule occurs, you 
will be notified promptly. 
Any future questions that may arise concerning this order, if 
necessary, will be referred to you as promptly as possible. 
Additional remarks: 
---------------------~EPARTMENT 
___________________________ Section 
BY--------------------------------
4 6 
neers they must remove the negotiation folders from the file 
and check the order to see that it is in accordan ce with a 
quotation made, if such is the case. 
So far it can be seen that hig h salaried pe r sonnel 
are taking time to do unnecessary or routine functions. Such 
functions can be handled more efficiently as will be shown. 
When the order papers get to the order section, 
which may take as long as a day, there is some semblance of 
routine in operations to speed up processing . There is a 
weakness, howe\er, in the fact that the eng ineering specifi-
cations for each order differ and editing becomes difficult. 
It must be realized, a gain, that the only papers the other 
departments receive are copies of the internal or shipping 
order form so it must be accurate and complete. A g irl can 
not be expected to have an eng ineering degree before an or-
der can be edited. The p resent situation is such that a 
ma j ority of the orders have to be referred to the assistant 
order clerk, or even back to the applicat i on eng ine ers for 
more details. 
Confusion is caused as well as further delays and 
the using of high salaried personnel once a gain. 
2. Forms 
Another phase of the order editing which must be 
considered is that, because of the lack of planning , orders 
are not typed in the same manner so that the same key infor-
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mation does not appear in the same location on all orders. 
This makes the work of other departments that much more dif-
ficult. The result is that time is wasted in the order sec-
tion and this delay mushrooms in other departments. Clerks 
should be trained to locate vital information from the same 
location or sequence on every order. Many times, even an 
experienced clerk overlooks information because it is not 
in the position he, or she, is accustomed to looking . 
In connection with this same problem the organi-
zation of tbe order form employed is such that it does not 
help p e rsonnel using it. The most flagrant example of poor 
design is the internal order form 5136-4-3. The top or 
general section is acceptable but let us review the remain-
der. 
First of all, all apparatus as well as a majority 
of repair parts are assembled, or manufactured from specifi-
cation sheets. What is the necessity, therefore, for the 
columns for Material, Pattern Number and catalog or drawing 
number. In typing the order the order typist disregards 
these columns anyway and they only confuse the reading of 
the order. At that, there is not sufficient space to get 
all the inf ormation on one sheet and sometimes two or even 
three additional pages are required. 
Secondly, a typewriter prints in a straight line 
so that horizontal rules are not required and a saving can 
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be realized in the printing of forms as rules are an expen-
sive part of form printing. If there should be improper a-
lignment of copies, typing goes over the rules adding to the 
difficulty of reading . 
Of lesser impDrtance, perhaps, at this stage it 
might be we 11 to point out that the yellow or Material Con-
trol Department copy does not include selling prices. This 
point is raised because the production department maintains 
a daily record of volume of business shipped and . in order to 
obtain dollar value of an order it must refer to eitber the 
accounting department or the order section. 
It is not the purpose of this study to review forms 
or their applications in other departments so that the copies 
other than the order section copy and the original set-up 
will not be discussed. 
As for the acknowledgment form it is absolutely 
unnecessary and the time spent in its preparation is wasted. 
In typing this form the typist repeats information that is 
furnished on the original district office requisition. The 
only new information given is the shipping order number and 
the shipping schedule. The discussion to follow will show 
how this can be eliminated as well as offer benefits to the 
district offices. 
c. Modifications Proposed For Order System 
1. F'low of Work 
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The basic met h od of handling 'orders received from 
d istrict offices ,can remain unchan g ed· but with a few modifi-
cations the speed of the entire procedure may be increased 
and provide more complete manufacturing information. The 
process chart (Exhibit VII) g ives very few changes in the 
sy stem but there are several minor revisions which would be 
advantag eous. 
The order papers should be de livered di r ectly tp 
the Chief Application En gineer for his review, then to the 
Statistician for recording . From this point the papers g o 
to the Application En g ineers or their assistants for final 
check a g ainst inquiry and quotation papers. 
Within the order section the major chang e is that 
a dittoed editing form (new form #4) is used by the order 
clerk to systematize order typing . To notify the district 
offices, 'the district office copies of the internal order 
f orm are distributed i mmedia tely to give order numbers and 
sch edules replacing the a cknowledg ement form now used. 
2. F orms 
An Order Record Card (new form # 3) has been a dded 
and is to be used for statistical purposes as wi ll be ex~ 
p lained in a discu ssion of records and re p orts. This form 
is initiated by the s 'tatistician upon receipt of the order 
and is comp leted by the order cle r k . The card is filed al-
pha betically by customers. 
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EXHIBIT VII 
PROCESS CHART - PROPOSED PROCESSING OF ORDERS 
PRCCESS CHART - PRCPCSED P R C C~S 1ING 0? CRDERS 
Q Sorted into Sa les De par t ment p il e i n rra !l r ocJm 
0 De livered to Chief Anp li c~tion u n r j n ~e r 
V Waits turn 
0 H.eviewed 
Q Sorted from corresp onde nce a nc1 j nqul r i P s 
V Waits turn 
0 Celivered to statistician 
I I C.rder Record Card (new form # 3) pr era r ed 
0 Crder Record Card clipperl to crcler pa ner s 
\] Waits turn 
0 Delivered to application en~~ne r r s 
() Inquiry papers removed from file 
L l Reviewed for accurac y and complet e e s ~ 
0 Papers correlated 
0 Del1vered to order clerk 
'\] Waits turn 
Ll Reviewed 
Q Order number stamped 
[] Crder number lop~ed 
() Credit checked 
C To assistant order clerk 
0 C1rder edited for engineering specifications 
0 To order typist 
V ',"iai ts turn 
() Order Reference Cards typed 
() Crder form (5136-4-3) typed on electric typewriter 
\7_ Waits turn 
0 Checlre d 
Order forms dis t ri buted 
Order Reference Cards distributed 
Crder Recor.d Card completed and punched for needle sorting 
C.rder Record Card waits until end of day 
0 C.rder Record Card delivered to Sales Manaver 
0 Reviewed 
0 Returned to statistician 
~ Order Record Card filed alphabetically Legend 
...... 
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ORDER RECORD CARD - NEW FORM #3 
• • • •••• ., ~ .» A · J • • (;1- J .. ..... .. " · ~ ,.,. · ·- ~ 
'J. oo /w ,,.. II<> 7o <fll jS"~ 16 7 s L 1 + :z. tl 7 + 2 I 7 4"Z-i _l7"t4 1 7 4 l I 7 4 z. I 
R ~tc...4 Kv c 0 d£. 1:l1s+,. ,.,+ Re, ' d .Sh ,· p 
,.. 
N:a""e. Order t ... 
A.dr~~ )>'d Arf.fn.g . 3 ~ ~ 
l ~ 
... ~0 
L~o~O, l).o.N •. 
' 
• 
!lest.~i,-\."en '" • • • 
-
---- - -- -
1) ~-h-~ ot{;rt ~.o, Sa\ut\0\af' 
"J:>-ak ~(c.1d Co .. -fnJ J:>rtc. »-a-fe c.,. rl.i.l 
' 
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ORDER EDITING SHEET - NEW ~ORM #4 
O!' ne r Number Item Number ----
_____ Type _________________ ,___poles, ___ throw, amperes 
_____ kilovolts, kve. 1nterrupt,1ng oe.pao1 ty, 
mou nting - high volt~e fuse_ per apeo1f1oa-
tion 
----------------· 
0pEH' 8. t j on : 
Clo s :! ng -
--------------------' 
Ope ning - ---------------' 
Acc e s s o-r 1es : 
____ volta ~ .or~ 
___ volta~ or .~ 
The second fo rm to be add ed in the proposed s y stem 
is an orde r editing form (new form # 4) which is a dittoed 
sheet to be used by the order clerk and order typist and then 
destroyed. The form is designed to g ive the typist the or-
der information in the sequence that it should a ppear on the 
internal order. Nothing is left to the ima gination or inex -
perience of t he t yp ist. Second ly it aid s t h e order clerk in 
e d iting the order for if one of the blanks can not be answered 
f rom the order pap e rs alre ady submitted the order ie either 
referred to the Chief Order Clerk or to the app lication eng i-
n e er, or his assistant for clarification. 
In the internal order set-up it is recommended t hat 
the carbon paper be arranged so that selling prices appear 
on the yellow or Material Control department copy . In this 
way the production departrrJent may have prices available for 
i ts daily shipments r e cords without referring to other de part-
ments. 
D. Advantag es Of The Sugg ested Revisions 
l. F low of Work 
The whole purp ose of the orde r procedure is to get 
the order papers complete with all eng ineering specificat i ons 
to the order section as promptly as possible. To assure ac-
curacy the papers must be appr oved by the eng ineers but inas-
much as a majority of the order are in accordance with quo-
tati.ons, an assistant can do the ch ecking , thus relieving 
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the application eng ineer for more i mportant duties. Of 
c ourse, if exceptions . or other difficulties arise, the appli-
cation eng ine er must be consulted. 
The use of an editing form in the order section as-
sures that prope r information is included in the internal or-
der papers. Furtrermore, it makes certain that all orders 
are typed in the same manner and similar information appears 
in the same location on all orders. Such standardization 
eliminates discussions with other departments about inter-
pretation or about informa tion which may be lacking for a 
particular department. Revisions in the order after it has 
been released are eliminated and the only chang es which may 
arise are those ma d e by the customer. 
2. F orms 
The Order Record Card, in addition to serving a 
statistical function, can replace the green or alphabetical 
copy of the order reference card by filing it alphabetically. 
At present the order reference card serves no other purpose 
than to record orders by customers. The Order Record Card 
can do this as well as perform various statistical functions 
through the use of the Keysort system. 
The editing form is a simple form and can be easily 
prepared or revised as the situations may warrant. Properly 
e mp l oyed it can be of g reat assistance to the orde r section, 
and the entire organization, in cost reduction. 
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IV. Order Control 
A. Present System 
1. Production Schedule Book 
After an order has been entered in the shops for 
manufacture it is the responsibility of the order section to 
coordinate information pertaining to schedules, reporting 
same to the district off:lces and customers. It should be 
po:lnted out that the order section does not do the scheduling 
but it must have information as to whether or not quoted de-
livery promises wi 11 be met. 
Toward this goal the Chief Order Clerk maintains 
a loose-leaf control book with a separate page for each i-
tem of each order. Exhibit VIII is the page now used. The 
page is prepared by hectograph by the Production Control 
Department with distribution to all shops and departments 
involved in the particular order. 
The Chief Order Clerk obtains his :lnformation by 
attending a weekly meeting with the foremen and representa-
tives of all manufacturing departments and the en g ine e·ring 
department. At this time each order is reviewed and its 
status noted. 
Inasmuch as all requests for delivery information 
from customers and the district sales offices are channeled 
through the order section attendance at these meeting s of the 
Chief Order Clerk is compulsory. It is at this time that he 
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EXHI BIT VIII 
PRODUCTI ON REPORT PAGE 
F O RM P a P 130 RE V 6·1 · !50 . 
PRODUCTION REPORT D'w'G. APP'L BEFORE MFG------ -
CUSTOMEK-------------------------------------------------- ORDER NO---------------------
QUANTITY _______ _ TYP·E-------------------------------ORDER ENTERED----------------
CREDIT RELEAS>~-----------~-- CUSTOMER INSPECTO•n------------ SHIPPING INSTR---------------
CONTRACT DAT PROMISE DATE__ 
ORDER REC'D SALES DEP'T---------------------- ORDER DEP'T REC'D. ---------------------------
ENG. DEPT. REC'D. ------------------------ ENG. DUJ!,__ ______ ENG. COMPLET""-------
RETURNED RETURNED 
DuAWINGS SENT COMMENTS REVISED COMMENTS REVISED APP'D CERTIFIED 
1. OuTLINE 
2. B.T.C.T. DIAGRAM 
3. RATIO CURVES 
4. WmiNG DIAGRAM 
I 5. TERMINALS 
PRODUCTION INFORMATION 
SPEC. SPEC. MATERIAL MAT, 
REC'D. REL. REQUESTED REC'D. REMARKS 
-- -
· ·-
-
'-....-
--· 
--
- - - -
I 
0 H MATERIAL 
-
DATE P. 0. NO, DATE REQ. REc'Ji. 
-
··---
-- 1 (---I I 
has the opportunity to express customers 1 co!TI!l'ent s on the 
schedules. 
This schedule book is the only control information 
that the Chief Order Clerk has available. If urg ent requests 
are received betwe en meetings he must contact the Production 
Control Supervisor for up-to-date information. 
B. Dis advantages Of The Order Control System 
1. Production Schedule Book 
With hundreds of items being processed in the shops 
the production schedule book becomes awkward and difficult 
to control. Information is not readily available and the 
Chief Order Clerk must thumb through the pag es to the proper 
one. 
Secondly, the pages are designed for shop personnel 
and much of the information is not required by the Order Sec-
tion. In the cases of long distance telephone calls, time is 
wasted trying to locate information. Many times a return 
call is necessary. 
During the weekly production conference the Chief 
Order Clerk is absence from his office for from four to six 
hours leaving it without a supervisor. Of greater disadvan-
tage is the fact that he is not available for telephone calls 
or personal visits from expediters or customers' representa-
tives. The result is poor service to customers. 
The information that the Chief Order Clerk does 
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receive at the meeting s changes within a few day s so that it 
is obsolete in the event of calls after that time. He must 
contact the Production Control Supervisor to obtain u p-to-date 
information. His attendance, therefore, at the meeting s is 
of relatively little value. 
C. Proposed Order Control System 
l. Forms 
It is proposed that use of the production schedule 
book be discontinued by the order section. In its place a 
visible card file system similar to. that designed by Reming -
ton Rand for inventory cont~ol be established. The Order 
Control Card and its application is shown in Exhibit IX. 
Ke y information is contained on the portion of the 
card which is visible and other information as to stages of 
manufacture can be shown by the use of colored indica tors. 
Detailed information is given elsewhere on the card. Inas-
much as the card is for temporary use, being destroyed when 
the order is completely shipped, it can be prepared by a 
clerk in longhand. 
Indicators should be desi gned as follows: 
Red - held for chang es 
Blue - engineering complete 
Orange - material complete 
Purple - in test 
Green - ready for shipment 
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EXHIBI T I X 
ORDER CONTROL CARDS 
Cu st omer --------------- LJ . u. 0. o.ff 
Cu st.# 
Amount 
Remar 1-<: s 
AG Gt' ASS --------------------------
Ship to 
Descri ption 
Order No. Tn>e 
Eng. 
Mat. 
As se r11 . 
Test 
Due Actual 
Cont. Date 1 2 3 4 5 ~ &'"J 7 8 9 10 11 12 
s-/.jls-o 
Cont. Date 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Order No. Type Cont. Date 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Indi cator Colors 
White - s chedu l ed s h i pmen t Purpl e - in t est 
Red - he l d f or changes Gre en - re ady to s hip 
Blue - eng inee r i ng comp l e te Black - customer 's i ns pe cti on 
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Orange - mate r ial complete Yell ow - held f or c redit re leas e · 
2. Met hods 
'rhe Order Control Card is prepared by an order 
section clerk frcrn the typed internal order .in longhand and 
filed numerically. 
As the order progresses the Chief Order Clerk need 
not attend the weekly meeting s as information can be obtained 
elsewhere. 
From the En.gineerlng Department the order section 
should receive a copy of the final specification sheet which 
will indicate that engineering is complete or copies of any 
chang es which would be so indica ted on the Order Control 
Card. 
From various Production Department move and control 
papers, the "materials completed," "in test," and "ready for 
shipment" information would be available. 
In cases of immediate information be required the 
Chief Order Clerk need only call the Production Control Su-
pervisor for the status of missing information. 
1. Advantag es 
D. Improvements Possible Through 
Proposed Order Control System 
Obviously, the Chief Order Clerk has more informa-
tion within his reach. In most cases a glance at the visi-
ble file can sive information necessary. Unnecessary thumb-
ing through the loose-leaf book is eliminated. 
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Secondly, the number of conferences and telephone 
calls are re cluced giving the Chief Order Clerk more time to 
devote to C'ontrolling and investigating schedules which time 
does not permit at present. The Chief Order Clerk, moreover, 
will have more time to devote to customers without jeopard-
izing his other duties. 
A proper use of control papers or forms already in 
use can :replace conferences and telephone calls. In most 
cases there is little urgency in transmitting such informa-
tion. Using papers already in use information can be avail-
able within twenty-four hours of the in1 tiation of the papers. 
Handling of routine rna tters in this way g ives the Chief Order 
Clerk the time to investigate the non-routine or other mat-
ters which will require his personal attention. By reducing 
conferences and calls throughout the org anization each su-
pervisor will have more time for his own responsibilities. 
When the Chief Order Clerk does investigate special jobs 
each supervisor in turn will be able to have more informa-
tion available. 
An e x tra copy of a work order, specification sheet 
or the like is far less costly that even one minute of a su-
pervisor 1 s time. 
2. Cost Analysis 
The cost of the Order Control Card, when pr:i.nted 
in quantities, would be comparable to the present production 
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schedule book pag e so that there is little possibility of 
s a vings, or by the same token, no add itional expense. 
The great saving of time i s of utmos t importance. 
The analysis of this time can be divided into two cla ssifica-
tions- (a) conferences and (b) accumulation of information:. 
(a) By not attending the weekly conference the 
Chief Order Clerk saves at least four l';tours per week and dur-
ing the year this would amount to a saving of ov e r ~pl,OOO. 
Secondly, · the.number and length of long .distance telephone 
·. 
calls is reduced by decreasing the number of return calls. 
Be cause the number of telephone ,calls vary weekly it would 
be impractical to estimate saving s but it would be conserva-
tive to add that with p roper information available and re-
ported to district o~f ices many telephone calls and telegrams 
would be eliminated in the first place. 
runong the intang ible saving s are those created by 
better customer relations as well as more time for super- . 
vision of the order section. 
(b) The cost of accumulating data is reduced ac-
cording ly, for inste ad of the Chief Order Clerk attendin g a 
conference and d oing the work himself, ~apers are delivered 
through the re gular s y stem and the Order Control Card s main-
tained by a clerk under his supervision. Th e initial pre-
p aration of the c a rd would take approximately five minutes 
of the clerk 's time for eac h such card. The Chief Order 
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Clerk preparing this data now would cost $1,000 in addition 
to the $1,000 for his attendance at the meetings for th i s 
preparation wou l d be by a lower salaried clerk. This cle r k 's 
salary would be at least half tha t of the Chief Order Clerk 
so that there is a saving of at least $ 500 in the accumula-
tion of data. 
The total saving s, therefore, are at least $ 1,500 
per year with the only new e xpenditure being for a visible 
file at approx i mately $75.00. The latter e xpense would be 
amortized over a period of years. 
3. Training of Personnel 
In the installation of the proposed order control 
system, two groups of personnel must be retrained and they 
are (a) the cle r ks handling the distribution of specifica-
tion sheets and control papers, and (b) the order section 
clerk who is to maintain the Order Control Cards. 
Both groups will require a little time to become 
ace lima ted to the new system but for group (a) they need only 
be trained to check the Order Section on the distribution or 
routing of these forms. 
The order section clerk will require some s pecial 
instruction to properly fill in data and to atta ch the proper 
indicators on the Order Control Cards •• Such training should 
take no longer than two or three day s intensive time and the 
speed and a gility will come with ex perience. 
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In both groups approximately two weeks should be 
allowed before perfect coordination and operation of the 
system can be realized. 
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V. Statistical Records And Reports 
A. Present System 
1. Classification of Records 
Records ~ept by the Statistician may be divided 
into three general groups - namely, inquiries, proposals, and 
orders - in the order of their development. 
All inquiries cross the desk of the Statistician 
as discussed in previous s.ections and at this point the In-
quiry Slip (Form SD-276) is prepared and forwarded through 
the system to the application engineers for ·proces 1sing as · 
shown in Exhibit IV. \ 
To provide records for the statistical section an 
Inquiry Record Book is kept giving customer coding in ·addi-
tion to inquiry information. To illustrate, each page has 
nine lines numbered from one to nine and as an inquiry is 
received it is listed alphabetically on the proper page and 
next available line. An inquiry received from a customer 
with a name beginning with 11 0 11 would be listed on the 11 0 11 
page on an open line and would be coded 03-5 signifying that 
this customer appears on the fifth line of the ~hird page of 
C1 s. To further identify the proposal, when it is completed 
this code is preceded by 11 BD 11 for Boston Division and is f .ol-
lowed by the initials of the application engineer so that 
this proposal number would finally be BD-03-5-MS. 
It is to be noted that the page of the Inquiry Book 
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carries complete information as to equipment to be quoted, 
prices and dates. 
To record proposals made is the purpose of the 
Proposal Record Card (Form3369) which is filed alpha be tical-
ly. 
Orders are recorded by types in a special loose-
leaf notebook so that the Statistician ap any time can de-
termine the backlog in units but not necessarily b y shipping 
schedules. This book serves mainly as a worksheet and is 
not a permanent record, with pages being destroyed when com-
pleted. 
2. Classification of Reports 
The first report which is prepared is the daily 
report which is divided into three sections - the first for 
inquiries received, the second for proposals made, and the 
third for disposition of closed out proposals • 
. This report is prepared by the stenographic section 
upon receipt of information from the statistical section or 
the application engineers. Copies of the report are distri-
buted to the General Manag er, Sales Manager, and Chief Appli-
cation Eng ineer. 
Monthly reports fall into three categ ories inclu-
ding business received, backlog and delivery schedules. The 
report of business received monthly is prepared by the Statis-
tician giving dollar volume of business rec elved from district 
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offices, with monthly and accumulative totals. 
The second monthly report is that of the existing 
backlog classified by months of scheduled shipment and by 
type of equipment. Copies of this report are sent to the 
General Manager, Works Manager, Sales Manag er, and Chief Ap-
plication Eng ineer. 
The third monthly report is prepared by the Chief 
Order Clerk g iving delivery schedules for all unshipped or-
ders and classified by district offices. In addition to a 
copy of the report being sent to each district office in-
volved a copy is given to the application engineer handling 
the district office. 
B. Criticism Of Records And Reports 
1. Records 
The Inquiry Book serves an excellent purpose in 
the accumulation and centralization of data and revision is 
not recommended. It is noted, however, that the use of the 
Inquiry Slip can very easily be eliminated as there :ts dupli-
cation of work. The same information appears on the Propo-
sal Record Card. 
Better advanta ge could be made of the Proposal Re-
cord Card as under the present system it is permanently filed 
after a quotation is made. Very few references are made to 
it so that time taken to prepare the card can be considered 
wasted. The use of any form must just:i,fy the time taken in 
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its preparation. 
Tn the records of active orders there is once again 
duplication of work as the Statistician maintains a loose-
leaf book with orders classified by types while the Chief Or-
der Clerk has a book with orders by order numbers. Simpli-
fication of the order section book could eli.minate the Stat-
istician's records and with proper application one group of 
records could serve both sections. 
As far as the Sales Department is concerned there 
are no records as to daily or monthly shipments but such in-
formation is available from the Manufacturing Department. 
2. Reports 
Of the reports being discussed under existing cir-
cumstances the dally report of inquiries, backlog and order 
delivery schedules are satisfactory. With simplification of 
records the preparation of each report will be eased and each 
will bear more significance in management decisions. 
There are three reports lacking, however, which 
with proper records could be made available with little dif-
ficulty. 
Mam.gemen t should have a report of monthly ship-
ments by types of equipment for from such lnformation, with 
backlog data, the manufacturing cycle can be determined as a 
guide for future quotations and delivery promises. Little 
should be left to memory or judgment. 
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Secondly, there should be a report of lost business 
which classified by district offices will show weak and 
strong points in the sales org anization. Of greater impor-
tance, should be a re p ort of reasons for lost bus i ness. If 
too many 11e g otiations are lost for similar reasons steps 
can be 'taken to rectify the situation. Once a gain, such in-
formation should not be left to memory. The daily report 
is not suff icient as 'there is no accumulative data and c on-
crete decisions can not be made. 
Thirdly, a report of electric power statistics 
shou ld be available. Information as to electric power out-
put, anticipated ex penditures by utilities, construction es-
timates, and the lik e, are available from various trade pub-
lic a tions and associations, which properly coordinated should 
prove of as sis tanc e in the determination of trends and future 
business. 
C. Revised Sxstem Of Records And Reports 
1. Re cords 
It has already been proposed that an I nquiry Card 
(new form # 1) replace the present Inquiry Slip ( Form SD-276) 
and the Proposal Record Card. This new card records both in-
quiries and proposals thus making such information available 
for reports. The Inquiry Book would still be used to code 
inquiries and proposals. 
To replace the present loose-leaf notebook to re-
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cord active orders for the Statistician it is pointed out 
that the Order Control Cards of the Chief Order Clerk can 
serve this purpose. This record, therefore, can be elimi-
nated and the statistical section can get its information 
frc:m the Order Control Cards. 
2. Reports 
In addition to the present reports of inquiries, 
business received, backlog and order delivery schedules it 
is recommended that reports of lost business and shipments 
by types be issued. A monthly report of lost business can 
be easily prepared by needle sorting the Inquiry Cards. 
A report of shipments made by types can be made 
in several different methods from existing records for (1) 
from the daily shipping manifests a tallysheet can be pre-
pared or (2) from the Order Record Cards similar infornia-
tion could be obtained on a monthly basts by needle sorting. 
D. Advantages Of Proposed Changes 
1. Records 
Several duplicate sources of information have been 
eliminated thus offering a minimum number of sources. Simi-
larly with simplified records data is available to those who 
make reports and the preparation of reports is eased. Much 
less time is required for the coordination of data. 
One card gives information for both inquiries and 
proposals eliminating an e x tra file and through the proper 
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application of sorting techni~les any possible type of in-
formation is readily available • . After all, records are a 
vital tool of manag ement and must be used to best advantag e. 
2. Reports 
Reports tell the true value of records and it is 
quite clear that simplification of records as discusse~will 
facilitate the preparation of reports as well as offer more 
information than previously available. Analyzing the reports 
individually the daily report of inquiries is prepared from 
the Inquiry Cards at a convenient time without interfering 
with the processing of the inquiries. By the same token, the 
card is completed and punched without abnormBl delay. 
The Lost Business report recomrnended can be prepared 
from the same Inquiry Cards by sorting thus g iving another 
report without separate records being kept. 
Relative to reports of orders, once a gain, a mini-
mum of records makes a maximum of information available. 
From the Order Control Cards both the backlog and delivery 
schedule reports can be made by merely referring to the coded 
indica tors. 
The proposed monthly shipments report can be p re-
pared in one of t wo ways from e x isting records without other 
special sources. A tallysheet which would be required if 
data were accumulated from shipping manifests so that this 
method is not recommended as a new form would be involved. 
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From the Order Record Cards, however, it is possible to de-
termine the same info nnat ion by sorting the cards first by 
months and then by types. 
3. General 
In all of these proposed changes labor is saved, 
the amount of which would vary with the volume of business. 
Two records have been eliminated thus reducing paper costs 
and above all, two files are e.liminated with the correspon-
ding labor of preparation and filing. 
By multiple use of records the cost of their main-
tenance i .s reduced proportionally by the number of reports 
derived. 
Records and reports can be pre~ared far more 
quickly offering management important data at any time. No 
longer would it be necessary to take hours of research to 
accumulate data which manag ement may require during a con-
ference. Report preparation time is reduced from fifty to 
seventy-five percent throug h the use of needle sorting . 
The only new cost involved in the installation of 
the proposed revisions in the records and reports is the cost 
of needles. The cost of the cards if ordered in quantities 
would correspond to the cost of present forms. 
In about one week's time the statistical section 
could adapt itself to the us.e of the new techniques and with 
experience will come speed and ease of handling. 
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1. Flow of Work 
VI. Invoicing 
A. Present Methods 
Before invoices can be issued notification of ship-
ment must be received from the Manufacturing Department and 
the existing method is to send a copy of the shipp ing mani-
fests in the cases of partial shipments or the Shipping De-
part ment copy of the internal order for completed orders to 
the Accounting Department. When such notif ication is re-
ceived by the Accounting Department the invoicing clerk 
takes action i n one of two ways. 
(a) Firm Price Orders. The invoicing clerk re-
moves from the file the invoice copies of the internal or-
der and if no changes have been made in the order it is num-
bered and mailed to the customer.. In the event of chan ges 
in the order to make the ori g inal unidentifiable a new in-
voice is typed and issued. 
(b) Price Adjustment Orders. On ord ers subject to 
p ossible price adjustment the invoicing clerk prepares two 
copies of Invoicing Sheet ( F orm 4883) and send s them by 
s p ecial messenger to the Sales Department for adjustment. 
Wit hin the Sales Department authority for the preparation 
of adjustment is not centralized and it is the responsibility 
of each a pplication eng ineer to prepare his own adjustme nts. 
After the amount of adjustment has been determined the In-
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TO: 
DEPT. 
INVOICING SHEET 
PRICE INFORMATION FOR INVOICING 
UNDER GENERAL MACHINERY DIVISION PRI,PE POLICY 
(SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR USE. OF THIS FORM AS A CORRECTIED ORDER REP'EREN<:a, 
ADVICE OF REVISED APPORTIONMENT AHD CONTRACT SUPJIOLEMENT.) 
DATE 
ORDER No. 
CUST. NAME 
THE MATERIAL SHIPPED PURSUANT TO ATTACHED DOCUMENTS IS 
COVERED BY PRICE POLICY AS INDICATED. COMPLETE PROMPTLY 
AND RETURN TWO COPIES BY SPECIAL. MESSENGER TO INVOICING DEPT PRICE PROTECTION CL.AUS&: 
PRICE ADJUSTMENT CLAUSE 
SIGNA TUftE 
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL ORIGINAL. 
UNITS EXTENDED 
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AETURN WH£N COMfi'LETED T <J 
INVOICING DEPARTMENT 
D 
D 
REVISED (DETAIL SO CUSTOMER CAN EASILY .IDENTIFY WIT H THEIIt EXTENSION 
RECEIVING REI"'itT AND PURCHASE OftDEft) PRICE UNIT PRICE 
.. . 
I 
---1 -" I 
TOTAL 
SALES OR USE TAX (INSERT WORD • 'NONE' ' IF NOT APPLICABLE) % 
' 
. $ 
TOTAL 
COMMISSIONS PAYABLE ( INSERT WORD "NONE" I F NOT APPLICABLE) $ 
NOTICE 
IF YOU HAVE ISSUED TO THE WORKS ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT ORDER CORRI;CTION REFERENCE. REVISED APPORTION. 
MENT FORM E-205. AND CONTRACT SUPPLEMENT TO THE TREASURER, PLEASE SO INDICATE BY LETTER X IN SPACE PRO-
VIDEO. OTHERWISE, THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM MUST BE: COMPLETED. 
DISTRIBUTION OF COPIES : 
"' 
I-PRODUCT DEPARTMENT ORDER OR CON"rRACT REFERENCE ISSUED No ___ _ YES ___ _ 
2-INVOICING DEPARTMENT-WORKS ACCTG . 
DEPT. 
:t-INVENTORY CONTROL DEPT.-WORKS 
ACCTG. DEPT. 
REVISED APPORTIONMENT FORM E-205 ISSUED 
CONTRACT BU-LII:MENT ISSUED 
NO•---- YES ___ _ 
NO•---- YES 
voicing Sheet is completed and the original returned to the 
invoicing clerk while the copy is reta:tned in the order fol-
der. 
At this point the invoicin~ elerk types a new in-
voice. It is numbered, certified by the divisional accoun-
tant and mailed. It should be pointed out that this is the 
extent of the divisional responsibilities in invoicing for 
all collections are made by the Treasurer's Division in 
Chica g o headquarters. 
The invoice numbers assigned are in numerical se-
quence and in no way identifiable to the order. 
B. Weaknesses In The Present System 
1. Flow of Work 
Weaknesses in the system are apparent although 
s orne may not be easily remedied. The most arbitrary pro-
blem is that of retyping of invoices as the ratio of firm 
price order to adjustment orders varies greatly. For the 
most part, however, firm price orders are for repair parts 
and are brief but containing many 1 terns. Retyping of them 
would be cumbersome and inefficient. On the other band, ad-
justment orders involve eng ine e ring changes, or the like, so 
that the invoice copy of the imternal order set-up must be 
replaced anyway. This practice, therefore, could be con-
tinued temporarily and a special study made. 
There are many other more costly elements which 
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can be changed. The thought which must be kept in mind at 
all times is that invoices must be issued i mmediately. 
At present there is too much handling of papers and 
delay s in processing which can be eliminated. .Lack of re-
sponsibility in the Sales Department al one warrants action. 
In calculating any a d justment the person doing such work 
must review the entire contract and a 11 its changes to ob-
t a in accurate information and often times corres p ondence 
must be studied . 
Invoices are issued to the cu stomer but the S a les 
Department does not receive a copy. It must be realized that 
all corresp ond ence is c arried on betwe e n the custome r and t h e 
Sales Department yet the department does not have a record 
of how the customer was actually inv oi ced. 
It is easy to see the fault from a paperwork stand-
p oint in having special invoice numbers. A cross refere nce 
system of s ome kind is necessary. The present method is a 
master card f i led by order number upon which the invoice 
numbers are recorded as they are issued. To complicate mat-
ters the comp leted order papers are filed numerically by the 
last invoice number. If anyone wis h es to work with the or der 
it is necessary to refer to the ma ster card to determine t he 
invoice number unde r which it can be fou nd. 
C. Proposed Changes In Invoicing System 
l. F low of Work 
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Now that some of the faults have been determined 
it is a relatively simple matter to see that they are reme-
died. First of all, inasmuch as billing is primarily a sales 
department responsibility it is recomJnended that the invoic-
ing function be transferred to the order section of the sales 
department with a copy, or copies, of the invoice being sent 
to the Accounting Departmen t for posting . 
To facilitate the calculation of adjustments the 
price policy information could be indicated on the order sec-
tion copy of the internal order and if changed during the 
life of the contract reference to pertinent correspondence 
should be noted. 
With respect to the invoice numbering system the 
special numbers should be eliminated and replaced with an 
invoice number which would be identified with the order num-
ber . A system of the order number - 1, or - 2, or the like, 
would be satisfactory in those cases where more than one 
invoice is involved. 
D. Advantages Of The Pr~sed Changes 
1. Flow of Work 
The advantag es of the proposed chang es in the in-
voice procedure s are numerous. Responsibility for both typing 
and calculation of acijustments is centralized in one section 
or one person. Secondly, the necessity of transporting pa-
pers back an d forth between departments i s reduced a s well as 
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papers no long er remaining idle while other phases of in-
voicing are fallowed. 
The Invoicing Sheet (Form 4883) would be eliminated 
as it would be unnecessary to inform the Accounting Depart-
ment of adjustments other than by a copy of the actual in-
voice. A simple worksheet (new form -#5) could be used by the 
person d oing the a d justments to record calculations for fu-
ture reference. 
Needless to say, the invoicing operation would be 
speeded up, reducing costs and idle time. Invoices issued 
imme diately upon shipment can help reduee a c counts receiv-
able. Funds have been invested in the manufacture of the e-
qu ipment for up to a year and larg e outstanding accounts re-
ceivable i nc rease the operating overhead as these funds can 
not be reinvested until collected. 
The elimination of special invoice numbers auto-
matically eliminates any need of cross referencing and a-
nother file has been removed. Of less significance perhaps 
is the fact that an extra reference number has also been re-
moved. Under e x isting conditions the cu:3tomers is involved 
in at least three numbers - his own purchase order number, a 
district office requisition n umber, and a factory shipping 
order number. Consj_derab le confusion, there f or e can be alle-
viated by t h e r emov a l of an extra number .. 
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INVOICING WORKSHEET - NEW FORM #5 
ANALYSIS OF INVOICED PRICES 
Shipping Order # 
Item I 
Original price 
Increases 
Deoreasoe 
Final invoiced price 
Item II 
-
Original price 
Increases 
Deoreases 
Yinal invoiced priae 
Signaturs 
VII. Conclusions 
A. Reasons For Adopting Proposed Systems 
~9perations 
There are many reasons for the adoption of the pro-
posed systems and revisions, all of which will benefit the 
entire organ ization. Among the intangible a d vantag es are 
those which speed up the flow·of paperwork as well as make 
the particular task ea s ier for members of the department. 
Ma k ing a job easier wi 11 increase t h e volume of work so that 
comb ined with established saving s in time more work can be 
performed than previously. 
Many operations have been transferred from expen-
sive, s k illed personnel to those less costly and where opera-
tions do not require such skills. Highly trained engineers 
can be released so that they may process more inquiries and 
of even more importance, more time can be spent in personal 
contact with district offices and customers. 
B. Cost Reductions 
1. Inquiries Received 
It has already been pointed out that the time in-
terval between t he receipt of inquiries in the mail room and 
their receipt by the application engineers can b e reduced by 
fifty percent. Important papers are not idle but can be pro-
cessed promptly. 
Based u pon a conservative departmental operational 
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cost estimate of ten dollars per hour a saving of approxi-
mately $ 4,000 can be realized during a year by only changing 
the routing or flow of work and papers. With two mail de-
liveries daily at least one hour and a half can be considered 
wasted if the present procedures cont i nue. 
2. Orders Received 
By the same token at least an half hour per mail 
del i very can be saved by the adoption of the proposed chang es 
in the order processing. The cost reduction here would be 
approximately $2,500 per year. Once a gain, the only change 
is flow of papers. 
At present it is possible to process an averag e of 
twenty-five orders per day and inasmuch as three clerks are 
involved within the order section the labor and overhead cost 
is at least eighty dollars per day so that the cost per order 
is $3.20 . 
It has been suggested that an editing form be used 
in typing the internal order forms and this coupled with the 
increased speed of handling of orders the number of orders 
process e d each day can be increased to an average of thirty. 
The per order cost is $ 2.67 or a saving of over fifty cen t s, 
or over $3,500 per year . 
3. Order Control 
In the discussion of order control and the suggested 
system of visib le fil~s it wa s pointed out that an annual 
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saving of approximately ~il , 500 could be realized. 
4 . Statistical Records and Reports 
The savings possible through the application of 
sugg ested revisions in forms and flow of work have been dis-
cussed but the use of these forms within the statistical sec-
tion will also bring about savings. 
In the preparation of the daily report time can be 
reduced by fifty percent so that an half an hour each day can 
be saved which constitutes a saving of over $ 1,200 per year. 
The remaining reports are difficult to analyze 
costwise as the time involved in their preparations will vary 
with the volume of business. There is one report, however, 
that is worthy of consideration at this point and this is a 
report of lost business. At present this report is not pre-
pared but if it were to be it would cost at least thirty dol-
lars a month under the existing systems. The statistician 
must prepare a tallysheet and inspect each Proposal Record 
Card individually to obtain information, which would require 
from two to three hours to complete t he report. Under the 
proposed system of needle sorting this report could be pre-
pared in approximately one ha lf hour or a saving of approx i-
mately twenty-five dollars per month or three hundred dol-
lars a year. 
5. Invoicing 
By tran sferring the invoicing function from the 
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Accounting Department to the Sales Department, once a gain, 
it is possible to eliminate idle time. At least one hour 
each day can be s aved totalling app rox imately ~2 ,500 per 
y ear based u p on the operational expense of ten d ollars per 
hour. 
6. General 
Throug h the adoption of the five suggested revi-
sions in systems it would be possible to save a total of at 
least $ 14,000 per year at no cost to the organization. This 
saving results f rom changes in forms, flow of work and method s 
only . It is not necessary to hire or replace present person-
nel and new equipment or machines are not required other than 
a visible index file. 
There is no doubt that economies possible for the 
subject operations warrant immediate action. 
C. Partial Adoption Of Systems 
1. Sequence 
It is to b e noted that each of the p roposed systems 
and revisions can b e installed separately althoug h it is re-
commended that the two pertaining to inquiries an c! statistics 
b e placed into operation simultaneously as there is a great 
degree of interrelation. An installation of a n y s ystem will 
facilitate the opera tion of another which can be installed at 
a later date. 
Individua lly any of the proposals will result in 
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cost reductions but the gre atest savings can be realized by 
complete application of the recornrr..endations. 
In the installation of the proposals it is recom-
mended that they be in the order g iven as the y are b ased upon 
the logical sequence of development. A later operation is 
completely ineffecti ve without the preceding system. 
The key operations analyzed, further more , will 
lead to sugp ested revisions in other systems all of wh ich 
will add to sav i ngs in office costs. 
D. General Place Of Office 
Methods Simplification 
1. Manufacturing Techniques 
For years methods analysts, and simpl i fication 
specialists, have been applying fundamentals to manufacturing 
and shop simplification. These studies have proven success-
ful and the methods analyst has estab lished a p lace for him-
self in the manufacturing or ganization. 
It was not until with in the last few years that of-
fice procedures have been subjected to similar studies. The 
same principl es are ap plicable although the individual opera-
tions or for ms may differ greatly from manufacturing applica-
tions. 
2. Key to Operations 
The proper control of paperwork can play an impor-
tant part in the profitable opera tion of any organization . 
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Many methods have become engrossed in paperwork so that pro-
duction actually decreases. Each piece of paper represents 
not only the cost of t h e design and pr :tnt ing of the form but 
the labor in its preparation, distribution and use. If bot-
tlenecks are caused the costs increase. Many fail to see 
paper control, or lack of it, as the actual cause of such 
trouble and the result is that not action is taken to remedy 
such situations. 
Paperwork has increased to such an extent that to-
day there is one clerical employe e for every four factory 
workers . In 1 920 this ratio was one to nine. (1) 
3. Need for Additional Office Economy Studies 
The s earch for new ways of instituting economies 
in office methods must continue. It is still a relatively 
new field of analysis and there is much that can be done. 
Everything possib le should be done to stimulate the worker 1 s 
thinking into presenting new ideas and new procedures. 
Mr. James F. Foley, Director, Product and Methods 
Research f or Remington Rand, IncQrporat~d, sums up the entire 
significance of office methods application in a statement 
before the New York chapter of the National Office Manag ement 
Association. 
"Everybody knows that there is a lot of laxity, lost 
motion , and general disorganizat ion tolerated in offices that 
(1) Pag e 13, NOMA F ORUM, National Off ice Manag ement Associa-
tion, January, 1950. 
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would not be sanctioned for a moment in plants. 
"In many an or ganization in which plant l ayout , 
mater5.a ls handling, production plann ing , and manufacturing 
methods have been r a ised almost to the level of a fine art, 
little or nothing has be en done to bring the office to a 
correspondingly high level of efficiency. 
11 Th:i.s is bad in itself, because it ind lea tes that 
many controllable direct and indirect costs are needlessly 
high . Here is an area in whicb manag ement can assert its 
prerog atives and simplify and save. 
11 These savings can be appreciable in themselves, 
and they can also help to r e lieve the feelin g of futility 
many conscientious and intelligent office workers have, be-
cause the y see that much of what they do amounts to little 
more than a kee ping of records or performance of work that 
nobody ever inspects." (1) 
(1) Pag e 13, NO:MA FORUM, National Of f ice Nanagement Associa-
tion, January, 1950. 
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